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BACKGROUND AND
METHODS APPLIED
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The project
– Client: German Federal Environmental Agency (UBA)

– Researcher: Institute for Ecological Economy Research
(IÖW) Berlin/Heidelberg/DE
– Duration: 09/2016 - 10/2018

– Outcomes:
– Scientific report ( academia)
– Brochure ( climate protection managers)
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The project: Basic idea
– More than 150 concepts and strategies for climate neutral districts or
100% renewables districts within German districts
– Contribute and push “bottom up“ to a transformation of the energy system
– Sustainable consumption (SC) as an approach to transform consumption
practises of private consumers, but German national programme without
any linkages to local levels
Main hypotheses:
– Sustainable consumption constitutes one element on the path towards a climate
neutral district/municipality
– Strategies of regions/municipalities including climate-neutral goals and
sustainable consumption can rarely be found
 Such regional/local strategies could enrich and push discussions and further strategies
supporting sustainable consumption patters
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 Sustainable consumption strategies could learn from the success of these strategies and
look for connecting options

Methods applied
Desk research among districts,
cities and municipalities with
climate strategies (n=89)

Online quantitative survey
among local/regional climate
protection managers (n=154)

Qualitative p2p or f2f
interviews of local/regional
climate protection managers

(n=8)
Workshop with academia
and practioners
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Quelle: Eigene Darstellung

Analytical empirical basis

EMPIRICAL INSIGHTS
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Dealing with need fields in advanced climate
protection concepts
General mention

Concepts with
measures

Concepts without
measures

Nutrition/food

30

28

61

Leisure

19

16

73

Clothing

1

1

88

Work

49

47

42

Energy consumption in
private househalds

89

89

0

Housing

2

1

88

Mobility

84

81

8

Funds

30

3

86

Need fields

 „Classical“ climate-related need fields dominate
 Other important fields sometimes mentioned, but rarely covered by measures
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n = 89

Strategic approach to actors and SC
Strategic importance of participation of
private consumers at the local climate
strategy

55%

Strategic importance of support of
sustainable consumption to achieve climate
goals

26%

33%

31%

9%

2%

41%

2%

2%

0%

20%

Importance of participation of NGOs and
CSOs within the local climate strategy

40%

60%

80%

86%

100%
11%

1%

5-6 = hohe bis sehr hohe
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

N = 85; Antwortquote = 97,6%
5 - 6 = fully applicable
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3 - 4 partly applicable

1 - 2 = not applicable

n.A.

 Strategic importance of NGOs and consumers is accepted
 BUT not primarily through support of sustainable consumption

Timing of participation
Initiation & planning of a measure

34%

Balancing interests & opinions

30%

37%

33%

34%

Participation of citizens / NGOs to increase
acceptance

64%

Continuation of a measure

71%

3%

16%

13%

28%

3%

21%

5%

3%
5%

0%

10%

5 - 6 = completely applicable

20%

30%

40%

3 - 4 partly

50%

60%

70%

80%

1 - 2 = not applicable

90%

100%

n. A.

N = 76
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 Spins modest (~34%)
 Dominance of acceptance or activiation of consumer role (64-71%)

Adressed roles of citizen
Consumer (e.g. food, clothing, furniture, leisure)

70%

Family member, friend, neigbour

37%

Private investor (z.B. house construction, building
restoration, technical things)
Volunteers (e.g. voluntary engagement in and
organisations)

35%
33%

Prosumer (e.g. electricity and heat in own house)

30%

Political activist (e.g. collaboration in parties,
NGOs etc.)

27%

Employee (e.g. activities in professional context)

17%

No answer possible
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12%

Investor (e.g. saving and investment)

7%

Other

7%

 Main emphasis on role of citizen as 0%
consumer20%
 Modest / insufficient perception of other roles

N = 60
40%

60%

80%

Limits of approaching sustainable
consumption on local level
Sustainable consumption can be influenced on
local level

62%

0%

20%

27%

40%

60%

6%5%

80%

100%

N = 85

Local climate protection goals like 100%
EE & climate neutrality are an effective
way to strengthen sustainable
consumption

59%

12

22%
4%

0%

5 - 6 = Completely applicable

36%

3-4

20%

40%

1 - 2 = Not applicable

60%

n.A

 SC could be influenced by local ambitious energy concepts

80%

100%

KEY SUCCESS FACTORS
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Reasons for non or modest consideration of
sustainable consumption within climate concept
Responsibility for topic "sustainable
consumption" not dealt within climate protection

25%
60%
58%

Missing staff

52%
42%
40%

Missing financial ressources / aids
10%

Missing knowledge

36%
22%
20%

Other reason

33%

Perception of missing public interest

12%

Missing support of important players

12%

No answer possible

10%
12%

25%

0%

Beginners or advanced municipalities
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10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

"Zero" state municipalities

 Personnel and financial ressources as barriers (all)
 Responsibility for topic („zero“ state municipalities)

N = 85

Success factors for the support of sustainable
consumption within local climate protection strategies
Target group-specific approach
- climate protection as „side effect“
- adressing the actors via
their self interest
Planning and implementation of consumptionrelated measures
Support of political actors
- political prioritisation of
„sustainable consumption“
- institutionalisation of a crossadministrative cooperation

Factors
of success

- adressing consumption across
need-fields
- underpin the need-fields with
action plans

Framework

- personnel & financial ressources
to implement measures
- incentives through grant conditions
- financing & expansion of data basis
& methods
- provision & dissemination
of information

Networking with
external actors
- local businesses
- local organisations and initatives
- educational institutes

Conclusions
– Sustainable consumption and inclusion of
consumers in development and
implementation of measures is perceived
as a chance.

– BUT: incentives by national and local
policies are missing for using this chance.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
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Why consumtion-related measures?
„How could I approach the remainder, now, after all cost-

efficient measures have been implemented? […] This
theme […] is a key topic for successful climate
protection. But it does not catch into the eye and,
therefore, a lot of municipalities do not deal with this in
their plans, because it is not ready to hand. But now all
approach this obviously, thinking how to deal with the
remainder?“ according to a climate protection manager
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Key recommendations – push & pull

Concepts as
opportunity
for SC

Consumption related
indicators &
data basis

From
Paris to the,
local acting:
goals,
indicators,
monitoring

Long-term
institutionalization of
climate
protection

Disseminate
good
practises &
networking

Change of
relative
prices

Modification
of grant
guidelines
for local
energy
concepts
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